Easy Braille

Take it Easy

Super Compact and Easy
to Handle.

The Perfect Match

Ergonomically Optimized

Despite it’s tiny size, Easy
Braille is a fully functional
Braille display. Connected
via USB to a PC, Easy Braille
doesn’t need disturbing power
cables or batteries.

Easy Braille can be combined
with a laptop or the reading
system Sophie. In combination with a laptop or a PC, Easy
Braille transforms screen information into Braille.
A screen reading program is
needed to drive the Braille
display. This screen reading
program offers beside Braille
also speech output.
The combination with the
reading system Sophie allows
to convert printed text into
Braille within seconds.
Sophie recognizes any printed text like books, magazines, letters and converts
them into speech. Printed text
can now be read in Braille by
using Easy Braille.

Easy Braille is ergonomically
designed. Its Braille elements
are concavely shaped, following the natural form of the
ﬁnger tips. This unique Handy Tech Braille cells allow to
read Braille in a relaxed hand
position. The navigation keys
for scrolling through a text
can easily be pressed by the
thumb of the reading hand
while reading.

Easy Braille is equipped with
40 piezoelectric Braille elements. Each of this elements
is equipped with a cursorrouting key. This allows to place
the cursor on the position of
the reading ﬁnger while reading Braille.
Easy Braille also offers two
navigation keys and 8 function keys. The layout of the
function keys allows to use
them for Braille input.

The eight function keys are
ergonomically placed for enabling Braille input.

Technical Data
- 40 concavely shaped
Braille cells
- 40 cursorrouting keys
- 8 noise reduced function
keys
- 2 navigation keys
- USB interface
- No power cables (power
supply via USB)
- Colour: Handy Tech blue
- Dimensions:
305 mm x 90 mm x 29 mm
(Width x Depth x Height)
- Weight: 740 g
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